Loan participation on Provenance
Blockchain has the power to significantly improve upon and grow the whole loan participation market. The distributed, trustless and immutable characteristics of blockchain can reduce costs, improve transaction speed, enhance diversification and enhance liquidity.

Provenance is the leading production blockchain for the financial ecosystem. Introduced in late 2018, Provenance has been used by firms such as Jefferies, Figure and Caliber Home Loans to reduce costs and improve execution in the loan origination, financing and securitization space. Over $600 million of assets have been originated, financed and sold on Provenance, with industry participation and business use cases growing each month.

In this paper, we apply Provenance blockchain to the whole loan participation process. Specifically, we identify how loan pools are created, how participation interests are sold, how reporting works and how secondary markets trade. We’ll tie these actions back to the value proposition of efficiency, speed, risk management and liquidity.

About Provenance
Provenance is a proof-of-stake production blockchain for the financial ecosystem. Provenance combines the distributed, trustless and immutable characteristics of blockchain with the function of a ledger, registry and exchange. Introduced in late 2018, Provenance has been used by firms such as Jefferies, Figure and Caliber Home Loans to reduce costs and improve execution in the loan origination, financing and securitization space. Over $600 million of assets have been originated, financed and sold on Provenance, with industry participation and business use cases growing each month.

Defining Pools and Participation
Loan originators using Provenance generally integrate their loan origination system (LOS), custody and servicing into the blockchain. Doing so provides portfolio level credit, performance and related statistics as well as the ability to drill into a single loan packet, view an exception report, payment history, etc.
From the portfolio view, an originator can define a pool of loans for participation, which sit in the participation vehicle. They also define the number of initial units issued against that pool, and the purchase agreement related to the participation interests.

Loan level inspection
Select the pool from your portfolio and drill down to the loan level to see all relevant details as well as the availability of the loan (whether it's been pledged to other sales or not)

Loan-Level Documentation
See validation results, origination and servicing loan documentation.
Master Participation agreement is memorialized in Provenance

New participation agreement & vehicle into which the pool of loans will be added with unit volume defined
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Buying Participation Interests

Once created, participation interests can be pre-sold, sold in auction (or Dutch auction) form, or sold ad-hoc, each through permission and by logging on to www.provenance.io. Prospective investors can use Passport for verification/BSA/AML, or the loan originator can conduct such work at point of sale.

When an investor buys a participation interest, they push fiat into an omnibus bank, that bank delivers a settlement token on chain to the investor, the investor swaps the token for the participation interest and signs the purchase agreement. The record of purchase and signing is held in immutable form on Provenance, and available for retrieval at any time.

Because Provenance is a registry, loans in the participation vehicle cannot be resold or pledged. Participation interests are unique and cannot be duplicated. Certain lenders may be willing to provide leverage on participation units, such as Jefferies for Figure loan-backed participations.

Ongoing Servicing and Reporting

Participation investors can log on to the participation portal at any time to see underlying performance and related data. As loans are serviced on Provenance, cash flows come through as they occur. For example, when a loan pays, fiat is delivered to an omnibus bank. A settlement token is delivered to Provenance that amortizes the loan and recognizes payment. The token is redeemed by the participation vehicle, and the fiat is distributed pro-rata to the participation investors.

In addition to ad-hoc reporting, Provenance produces monthly and annual reports on the participation vehicle, including principal, interest, delinquency/charge offs, etc. These reports can be customized by the loan originator.
$0.7 MM principal outstanding 12% IRR

Participation Performance Report

Servicing Payment History

Trading Existing Interests

Participation holders have the ability to show BWIC and OWIC on their interests. Provenance has a native exchange that allows for such transmission and the crossing
of these trades. New investors can use Passport for verification/BSA/AML, or can be approved by a combination of the loan originator and participation seller. Potential investors have the same pool information available to current participation investors.

Trade existing interests through a BWIC

Trades are settled bilaterally, directly between buyer and seller. Once a price/size is agreed, the new investor moves fiat into an omnibus bank. That fiat triggers a settlement token delivered to the new investor on Provenance. The settlement token is exchanged with the current investor for the participation interest and the registry is updated real time. Participation interests can be sold in whole or part.

Value Proposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade existing interests through a BWIC</th>
<th>Value Proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide an immutable ledger and registry for the construction, sales and servicing, reporting and secondary market for whole loan participation interests</td>
<td>- Reduce the time and cost related to the construction of participation vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Reduce the ongoing expense of custody, servicing and auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Increase accessibility to participation pools to a greater number of investors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Improve transparency and timeliness of participation reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Provide secondary market liquidity for participation interests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure Technologies, Inc.
650 California St., Suite 2700
San Francisco, CA 94018
tel: 888.819.6388

For questions related to the whitepaper or digital equity offering, please contact Jennifer Mitrenga, Head of Americas, Provenance.io
email: jmitrenga@figure.com or info@provenance.io
tel: 628.236.5830
Disclaimer

This document and the material provided herein (the “Document”), current as of the date hereof, have been prepared by Figure Technologies, Inc. and its affiliates (collectively, the “Company”) solely for informational purposes to the recipient (the “Recipient”). The Document does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or to participate in any trading strategy.

THE TRANSACTIONS AND FUNCTIONALITY SET FORTH HEREIN ARE IN THE INITIAL STRUCTURING PHASE AND THERE MAY BE MATERIAL CHANGES TO THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY PRESENTED.

This Document is not and should not be assumed to be complete and is not intended to be relied upon as the basis for an investment decision or in its determination to enter into the transactions and structures described. In making its decision to work with the Company, Recipient must rely on their own examination of the merits and risks involved. The contents herein are not to be construed as legal, financial, business, or tax advice, and each Recipient should consult its own attorney, business advisor, and tax advisor in order to make an independent determination of the suitability and legal, financial, business, and tax consequences of participation in any of the transactions and structures described.

The Company makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of this information and shall not have any liability for any representations (expressed or implied) regarding information contained in, or for any omissions from, this document or any other written or oral communications transmitted to the recipient in the course of its determination to participate in any of the transactions or structures described. In addition, this Document may contain statements that are not historical facts, referred to as “forward looking statements” which are subject to uncertainty and contingencies outside the Company’s control. The actual future results of the Company and the functionally presented by the Company may differ materially from those suggested by such statements.

All parties should be aware of increasing scrutiny by governmental authorities and regulatory bodies and the potential for enforcement proceedings against sellers of digital equity, blockchain companies and providers of financial services, which may affect the structure and functionality presented.

This Document is intended solely for the Recipient hereof. Its content is legally privileged, proprietary and/or confidential. By accessing or accepting possession of any information in this Document, the recipient agrees that it will (i) not copy, reproduce, or distribute this Document, in whole or in part, to any person or party (including any employee of the recipient, other than on a confidential basis and subject to this sentence without the prior written consent of the Company and (ii) keep permanently confidential all information contained herein that is not already public. Additionally, by accessing or accepting possession of any information in this Document, the recipient further agrees that such access or possession is not prohibited or restricted by any applicable laws, regulations or rules in any applicable jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, the recipient represents, warrants and covenants that it will have observed and complied with all such restrictions at its own expense and without liability to Company.